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Now I can add one more event to my
"Anniversary Dates" to forget - 6/7/2021

Avoiding Our Wedding Anniversary -
6/4/2021

Multitasking for Safety – Plus
Remembrance and Reflection - 6/1/2021

Taps Across America – The National
Moment of Remembrance - Monday 5/31/21
3PM - 5/30/2021

Our "palace" in Slovakia
Sunday, July 31, 2016

DH and I are in Bratislava studying Slovak language and culture. Last time we took this course we lived
in the dorm. The students were very nice to their old classmates but this time we rented an apartment in
"old town" close to the university and the Danube where I can run every morning before class. 
 
This building was once a palace and now renovated into individual apartments. There are huge doors
which swing open upon card entry with an ancient creaking noise. 
 

 
 
We enter into a lovely garden courtyard complete with some old stone cannonballs. 

 
 
Our 1 bedroom apartment is up there on the 3rd floor. 
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Member Comments About This Blog Post

WOOFERCOALBOY
Great trip!
1770 days ago

v

KRISSY82
How exciting! Thank you for sharing the pictures. Have a wonderful time.
1772 days ago

v

1STBUCKETITEM

Great pics! Fantastic trip and wonderful memories to look back upon.... Enjoy!  
1772 days ago

v

GINIEMIE
Great pictures, sounds like fun too. Sure you should go for the dancing. It lightens the heart as

does the singing. Enjoy the stay.    

   

1772 days ago

v

CHAYOR73
Looks like you're truly enjoying your time.................. wonderful place you're staying in!! 
1773 days ago

v

MARYJEANSL
Oh, it looks so lovely! Nice!
1774 days ago

v

LIVEDAILY
How wonderful!! Do enjoy your time there, and sing and dance next time!!
1774 days ago

v

DR1939
Enjoy!
1774 days ago

v

Report Inappropriate Blog

 
 
We are right next door to the national theater and a main square where last night there was a
demonstration of folk dancing. The audience was invited to the stage to learn as well. Many young
people joined. We watched. Our course has workshops in singing and dancing. I will definitely sing, but
after last night I just might expand my comfort zone and dance too. 
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KAYATLANTA2010
Yes, dance! It will be so with it and you will do and feel great!!!
1774 days ago

v

SUBMOM2
How wonderful. Enjoy!
1774 days ago

v

SYLPHINPROGRESS
How lovely. The idea of an apartment is wonderful -- you're "real people" living normal life.

You must dance! You'll have the same vital, vibrant feeling that singing gives. You'll have fun!

 
1774 days ago

v

SMILINGEYES2
How fun. Love how you become immersed in the cultures of the places you visit. 
1774 days ago

v

PGBACK

 Have a wonderful time!
1774 days ago

v

ONEKIDSMOM
Ooh, adventures! Hope you do expand to the dance! Enjoy your stay in the "old world"!

 
1774 days ago

v

PRNCSCUP1-2FULL
I only know how to cuss a little in my family's Slovakian tongue! Really, I am so jealous of you
and hubby!! Sounds like a lovely place and do dance!! 
1774 days ago

v

PEGGYO
looks like a great place to be
1774 days ago

v

WATERMELLEN
That looks like a wonderful place to stay -- and my money is on you dancing soon!!
1774 days ago

v

HELEN_BRU
Enjoy your trip! Feel nostalgic now!!
1774 days ago

v

YELLOW09RED

Enjoy your time and classes together.  
1774 days ago

v

PHOENIX1949

 
1774 days ago

v

NUMD97
I agree with Phebe: Plunge in and dance!
1774 days ago

v

PHEBESS
Sounds wonderful! Have a great time! (And might as well try the dancing, you never know!)
1774 days ago

v
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Add Your Comment to the Blog Post
Leave encouragement, a question, or anything else relevant to this post. All blog comments must abide by
SparkPeople's Community Guidelines. 

CD4114015
LOVELY pics....made me wanna BE THERE! How BLESSED your ARE! Thanks for sharing
them!
1774 days ago

v

50YEARSAWIFE
Love the picture. Enjoy.
1775 days ago

v

SUNNYBEACHGIRL
How fun and what a wonderful place. 
1775 days ago

v

MISCHAKEO
What a lovely place to stay. Enjoy your classes and your trip.
1775 days ago

v

HOLLYM48
Yes, please do join in the fun of dancing as well. It sounds like a wonderful trip and course to
take. Enjoy every minute of it and please more pics your trip with ups. Loved the area you are
staying. Have fun.
1775 days ago

v

HOLLYM48
Yes, please do join in the fun of dancing as well. It sounds like a wonderful trip and course to
take. Enjoy every minute of it and please more pics your trip with ups. Loved the area you are
staying. Have fun.
1775 days ago

v

ANAKIE
Wow! It makes me miss my time in the USAF when we got to tour around Greece and
Germany. Such history to be seen in the buildings in Europe, our country is such a baby in
comparison.
1775 days ago

v

BBEAGAN
how lovely for you!
1775 days ago

v

DEBVNE
What an incredible way to learn the language and the culture...enjoy every minute!

1775 days ago

v

NELLJONES
Gorgeous!
1775 days ago

v

MARYJOANNA
Lovely pictures!
1775 days ago

v

CD13396003
Wonderful pictures, enjoy your time in Slovakia! Thank you for the Spark goodie. Let's keep on

sparking from wherever we are!  
1775 days ago

v

DOVESEYES
Wonderful enjoy !!!
1775 days ago

v
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 Subscribe to this blog  

Disclaimer: Weight loss results will vary from person to person. No individual result should be seen as a typical
result of following the SparkPeople program.
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